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Cybersecurity 
 

Human Activated Risk Still a Pain Point for Organizations 
Egress announced the results of a report, which revealed that 56% of IT leaders say that their non-technical staff are 
only ‘somewhat’ prepared, or ‘not at all’ prepared, for a security attack. Six hundred IT security leaders across a broad 
range of industries were anonymously surveyed regarding their organizations’ security posture in this heightened threat 
environment. Add to this, 77% of respondents have seen an increase in security compromises since going remote 2 
years ago, and there’s a continued significant risk to organizations. Human activated risk is introduced by human 
behaviors or actions, through coercion by bad actors, human error or malicious intent. Technology can malfunction or 
not work as it’s supposed to, but in many cases, the fault is with the person operating it. Whether through carelessness, 
malicious intent, or being tricked by a third party, humans can knowingly and unknowingly create massive amounts of 
risk that security teams need to manage. https://www.helpnetsecurity.com/2022/04/11/non-technical-staff-security/ 
 

RaidForums Hacking Forum Seized by Police, Owner Arrested 
The RaidForums hacker forum, used mainly for trading and selling stolen databases, has been shut down and its domain 
seized by U.S. law enforcement during Operation TOURNIQUET, an action coordinated by Europol that involved law 
enforcement agencies in several countries.  RaidForum’s administrator and two of his accomplices have been arrested, 
and the infrastructure of the illegal marketplace is now under the control of law enforcement.  
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/raidforums-hacking-forum-seized-by-police-owner-arrested/ 
 

CISA Warns Organizations of WatchGuard Bug Exploited by Russian State Hackers 
The Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) has ordered federal civilian agencies and urged all US 
organizations on Monday to patch an actively exploited bug impacting WatchGuard Firebox and XTM firewall appliances. 
Sandworm, a Russian-sponsored hacking group, believed to be part of the GRU Russian military intelligence agency, also 
exploited this high severity privilege escalation flaw (CVE-2022-23176) to build a new botnet dubbed Cyclops Blink out of 
compromised WatchGuard Small Office/Home Office (SOHO) network devices.  "WatchGuard Firebox and XTM 
appliances allow a remote attacker with unprivileged credentials to access the system with a privileged management 
session via exposed management access," the company explains in a security advisory rating the bug with a critical 
threat level.  https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/cisa-warns-orgs-of-watchguard-bug-exploited-by-
russian-state-hackers/ 
 

The Increasing Importance of Cyber Threat Intelligence 
Globally, the cyber threat level to organizations remains high and the current situation only serves to highlight this 
further. To this point, any organization that has substantial gaps in its cybersecurity capabilities is operating at risk, and 
when the threat landscape changes, as it has now, so we become more aware of the vulnerabilities that we have carried 
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for some time and the need for better Cyber Threat Intelligence.  Two major cybersecurity events of the past 12 months 
really showcase the requirement for CTI in network security operations -- the SolarWinds software supply chain attack 
which broke at the start of 2021 and the Log4j vulnerability response process that occurred at the end of 2021. Both of 
these incidents highlight the need to rapidly gain situational awareness, contextualize vast amounts of information being 
shared, and prioritize remediation of significant threats.  https://betanews.com/2022/04/09/cyber-threat-intelligence-
importance/ 
 

Cyber Attack 
 

DDoS Attacks Take Out Several FINNISH Government Websites 
Last Friday, multiple government websites affiliated with the Finland government were offline thanks to Distributed 
Deanila of Service (DDoS) attacks, forcing customers to wait out the attack.  Finnish investigators have pointed fingers at 
Russian hackers.  Finland’s government officials recently announced they are seeking NATO Membership – a move that 
the Russian government has vehemently protested. 
https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/finland-government-sites-offline/?&web_view=true 
 

Malware 
 

Researchers Warn of FFDroider and Lightning Info-Stealers Targeting Users in the Wild 
Cybersecurity researchers are warning of two different information-stealing malware, named FFDroider and Lightning 
Stealer, that are capable of siphoning data and launching further attacks.  Designed to send stolen credentials and 
cookies to a Command & Control server, FFDroider disguises itself on victim’s machines to look like the instant 
messaging application. https://thehackernews.com/2022/04/researchers-warn-of-ffdroider-and.html 
 

Over 16,500 Sites Hacked to Distribute Malware via Web Redirect Service 
A new traffic direction system (TDS) called Parrot has been spotted leveraging tens of thousands of compromised 
websites to launch further malicious campaigns.  "The TDS has infected various web servers hosting more than 16,500 
websites, ranging from adult content sites, personal websites, university sites, and local government sites," Avast 
researchers Pavel Novák and Jan Rubín said in a report published last week. https://thehackernews.com/2022/04/over-
16500-sites-hacked-to-distribute.html 
 

Android Banking Malware Intercepts Calls to Customer Support 
A banking trojan for Android that researchers call Fakecalls comes with a powerful capability that enables it to take over 
calls to a bank’s customer support number and connect the victim directly with the cybercriminals operating the 
malware.  Disguised as a mobile app from a popular bank, Fakecalls displays all the marks of the entity it impersonates, 
including the official logo and the customer support number.  When the victim tries to call the bank, the malware breaks 
the connection and shows its call screen, which is almost indistinguishable from the real one.  
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/android-banking-malware-intercepts-calls-to-customer-support/ 
 

Ransomware 
 

Ransomware Victims are Increasingly Paying Ransom Demands 
U.S. law enforcement agencies have consistently messaged the recommendation that companies that are hit by 
ransomware actors should not pay the ransom.  However, a new cybersecurity report revealed that in 2022, nearly 63% 
of victims did pay the demanded ransom, up from 39% in 2017.  In 2021, 72% of ransom-paying victims recovered their 
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data, up from 49% in 2017.  Reasons for the payment varied, but primary ones included companies not wanting sensitive 
stolen information to be posted online, customer disruption, less costly and potential lawsuits from clientele. 
https://www.helpnetsecurity.com/2022/04/11/organizations-paying-ransom/?web_view=true 
 

Popular U.S. Tool Manufacturer Hit With Ransomware + Data Breach 
If you’ve had a contractor visit your home or workplace to do some work you’ve likely seen this brand’s tools being used.  
The Kenosha, WI based company (founded in 1920) is renowned for quality American-made tools; and they’ve joined 
the ranks of other companies who have experienced a data breach.  Last Friday, the company announced their network 
had been breached by cyber attackers last month that required their IT staff to shut down their network.  A third party 
computer forensics team determined Conti ransomware infiltrated the network between March 1, 2022 – March 3, 
2022; over 1GB of stolen data was promptly leaked online by the Russian hacking group. 
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/snap-on-discloses-data-breach-claimed-by-conti-ransomware-
gang/?&web_view=true 
 

LockBit Ransomware Gang Lurked in a U.S. Government Network for Months 
A regional U.S. government agency compromised with LockBit ransomware had the threat actor in its network for at 
least five months before the payload was deployed, security researchers found.  Logs retrieved from the compromised 
machines showed that two threat groups had compromised them and were engaged in reconnaissance and remote 
access operations.  The attackers tried to remove their tracks by deleting Event Logs but the pieces of the files remained 
allowed threat analysts to get a glimpse of the actor and their tactics. 
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/lockbit-ransomware-gang-lurked-in-a-us-gov-network-for-months/ 
 

If You See Something, Say Something 
The three Missouri Fusion Centers: the St. Louis 

Fusion Center, the Missouri Information Analysis Center, 
and the Kansas City Regional Fusion Center has teamed up 

with the Missouri Office of Homeland Security and P3 to 
create a Suspicious Cyber Activity Reporting Tool. 

 
The Suspicious Cyber Activity Reporting Tool is 

accessible on the SafeNation App or go to 
https://www.p3tips.com/TipForm.aspx?ID=2600&Templat

eID=129 
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